
Questions for Jeremy hunt from NCT Stafford, Chase & District

The questions put forward are from ourselves and the local community (both non-members & 
members of NCT.) Local parents do not want their services to be transferred to UHNS and New 
Cross. 

1. Parent: As I understand it no risk assessments were done regarding the transfer of maternity 
and paediatrics to other hospitals. Can Mr Hackett reassure the population of Stafford that 
plans are in place to cope with emergencies? The nearest obstetrician and paediatrician will 
be 17 miles away. 

2. Parent: The stories I am hearing re poor staffing levels and capacity at UNHS on the 
paediatric ward concerns me greatly. Can they guarantee that UNHS can cope with the 
influx of Stafford patients without any deterioration in the level of excellent care recently 
experienced at Stafford Hospital? If so what changes are/ have UNHS implemented to the 
paediatric department to deal with the increase of patients? 

3. Parent: Currently 4 days over. Child number 4. Don't drive and neither do my family. Don't 
have disposable income to call taxi to stoke. So ambulance would be only option. With 
current circumstances I would have to use stoke and not Stafford as need consultant care. It 
is a 40 minute drive on a good day. So what about on a bad day? With the wait for 
ambulance possible roadworks and rush hour traffic? 

4. Parent: Are Stoke fully equipped to take the extra mothers and babies? And if so why were 2
expectant mothers during our campaign turned away due to being at full capacity? 

5. Parent: Why are millions being spent to downgrade a perfectly good hospital and patients 
being sent to those that are not coping with what they have coming through the doors 
already?? 

6. Parent: What happens if UHNS is full and can not take a woman who is in labour? Will she 
be expected to go elsewhere? 

7. Parent: An extra 30 minutes journey can be the difference between life and death for a 
seriously ill child. Stafford needs AT LEAST its own PAU accessible 24 hours? 

8. Parent: What will happen to children of one parent families who have no extended family 
support when Mum or sibling is in UHNS or other hospital? For example a Mum with a 
very sick youngest child has 9 others, where will she find a baby sitter for 9 children and if 
she can't find or afford those children will have to go into care and probably be split up in 
the process. I personally know someone in this exact situation with no access to transport.

9. Parent: Please ask how it can be safe to send sick kids and mums in difficult labour MILES 
from home in an emergency?

10. Parent: Why are you sending Paediatrics, maternity etc. to a hospital 30-40 minutes away 
(that's on a good day) up a motorway for treatment when we have a perfectly good hospital 
in Stafford I cannot see the reasoning in this? You can't cut spending when it comes to 
peoples health, have you thought how people are going to get to the UNHS as in are you 
providing transport? You must make sure there will be transport on, you cannot expect 
people to go to UNHS if you haven't sorted transport out for them. Do you know how many 
people in Stafford haven't got transport? Has a survey been done? 



11. Parent: With all the extra money pledged to UHNS as a loan from the government, with the 
already high PFI debts the hospital has, how will it be able to pay off and increase capacity, 
staffing, extra wards etc for Stafford patients now and when the army arrive?

12. Parent: Those of us, like me, who were classed as a low risk pregnancy, & then serious 
complications arose, the next minute I was on the table having an emergency section. My 
baby would have died if I had had to travel to stoke.. my question is more about the future. I 
couldn't afford to take my daughter to stoke if she was ill, every single penny including 
petrol mile is accounted for just to live. Why should I (& many others at a guess) have to 
choose between eating and treatment for a poorly child? My patient choice is Stafford, & my
choice for my daughter is Stafford. They saved her life before. The big question though, for 
me, is- they have spent untold millions on the TSA process and the Judicial Review defence,
& are pumping £320+ million into the other hospitals to increase capacity for people in 
Stafford. It would take a fraction of that, invested in Stafford Hospital, in front-line staff, 
better equipment and more modern ward layouts to make it, yet again, the hospital of choice 
for everyone in Stafford and surrounds.

13. Parent: What is the response time for a fully qualified double manned ambulance to arrive at
the SDH to transfer an emergency case to UHNS?

14. Parent: Will WMAS be getting any extra resources to cope with these cases?

15. Parent: Will the paramedics on board be capable of travelling unescorted or will a midwife 
need to travel? If so what would happen if two emergency cases occurred simultaneously?
 

16. Parent: Will WMAS return said midwife?  Same questions for paeds self presenting WMAS 
is struggling already will they be getting extra resources to cope? 

17. Parent: How many women are involved in making the final decision? I had my baby in sept 
2013 I live a 5 minute drive from Stafford hospital and I honestly would not have been able 
to cope with longer as my labour was very intense and quick. Making women go further to 
have their baby is cruel and unnecessary when we have perfectly capable facilities and staff 
in Stafford. 

18. Parent: Stafford Hospital went into administration for financial reasons, not clinical. It has 
learnt from mistakes in the past and is now one of the safest hospitals. The main reason they 
are struggling to recruit is that people are reluctant to work there due to the uncertainty on 
the future of the hospital. If the future was decided to keep it I am sure staff recruitment and 
retention would be much better. Instead of financially bailing out UNHS and incurring the 
costs of transferring services wouldn't taxpayers money be better invested in Stafford 
Hospital? 

19. At the meeting with TSA in August last year we were told that the current deficit for 
Stafford hospital was £78 million. However, the total as of January this year for the TSA 
consultation was £220 million (BBC News, 2014) and it was estimated that transferring 
services would cost £305 million (NCT, 2013) and it is set to cost more than that. How can 
the Secretary of State justify those costs? Would it not be more appropriate and practical to 
support Stafford Hospital in aiding recruitment and keeping it's services local, and therefore 
providing the service that local parents want and need?

20. In discussion with NCT North Staffordshire, they have reported that parents under UHNS 



are feeling ignored because the services at UHNS are so stretched. They share our sentiment
that Stafford deserves to and should have easy, local access to vital services and are 
concerned that extra patients will put more pressure on already stretched services at UHNS, 
and it will place patients travelling the almost 20 miles to UHNS at increased risk, in some 
cases it could well miss the 'golden hour' entirely which is vital for children with chronic 
illnesses. 

21. UHNS have been transferring patients to Stafford Hospital when they don't have the beds 
available. What will happen when this is no longer available? Considering Macclesfield is 
around 40 miles away from Stafford which is another hospital that UHNS sends it patients 
too when it doesn't have the capacity available.

22. We appreciate that in rural areas, some are a long way from their nearest hospital. However, 
they are not a County Town with over 130, 000 people (Rogers, 2012). In most cases (not 
all) people who choose to live rurally make the decision, knowing that they will be a long 
way from the nearest hospital. The people in Stafford have not made that choice, in fact 
some families have made the choice to live closer to Stafford Hospital so that they have 
access in case of emergencies because they do not drive, and cannot access a lift easily.

23. More recently, some of the taxi services have been on strike, how would parents who can't 
drive then get to UHNS? Especially with the current message being not to call an ambulance
unless it is a true emergency? Children don't always look seriously ill straight away, 
however if they are, they can go downhill rapidly. Stafford Hospital needs paediatricians 
available at the hospital and locally to parents. The suggested model has not been signed off 
by the Royal Colleges and would leave the nearest paediatrician almost 20 miles away from 
where they are needed.

24. The review regarding the Consultant Led Unit must be completed before any services are 
moved to UHNS and New Cross. Risk assessments must be done, and safety measures must 
be in place. 

We ask again, for the Secretary of State for Health to please reconsider the decision to transfer our 
maternity, paediatric and SCBU services, and leave them at Stafford Hospital where they belong so 
families can access them easily and safely, and consider putting more focus on recruitment to ensure
the safe running of Stafford Hospital. 

Parents want their services local when their children are really poorly, they do not want to travel 
almost 20 miles to receive a service that is currently available within 20 minutes maximum. Lives 
will be put at risk if these changes go ahead, with children with chronic illnesses and those under 
consultant care at increased risk if they have to travel a long distance to get to hospital, especially so
if there is bad traffic or an accident, which is common unfortunately on the M6 and A34.
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